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The macroscopic (effective) elastic properties of generally-
disordered composites depend upon the properties and volume
proportions of the component materials, and the correlation infor-
mation about the microstructures of the composites, often only a
limited amount of which is available. Hence, variational approach
is developed to construct upper and lower bounds on the effective
elastic moduli of inhomogeneous materials based upon that avail-
able overall information about the microstructures of the compos-
ites (Hill, 1952, 1963; Hashin and Shtrikman, 1962, 1963; Beran,
1968; Walpole, 1966; Miller, 1969; Zeller and Dederichs, 1973;
Sermergor, 1977; Christensen, 1979; Kröner, 1980; McCoy, 1981;
Willis, 1981; Milton and Phan-Thien, 1982, 1983; Berdichevski,
1983; Milton and Kohn, 1988; Avellaneda and Milton, 1989; Pham,
1993, 1994, 1995, 1997a,b, 2006; Pham and Phan-Thien, 1998;
Milton, 2001; Torquato, 2002; Berryman, 2005). The simple ﬁrst
order Voigt–Reuss–Hill upper arithmetic and lower harmonic
bounds on the effective moduli involve only the information on
the properties and volume proportions of the constituentmaterials.
Tighter and more complex second order Hashin–Shtrikman bounds
for isotropic composites require an ingenious construction and are
optimal in the two-component case for the bulk modulus, and also
for the shear modulus of ‘‘well-ordered’’ composites, while for
‘‘badly ordered’’ composites tighter bounds on the shear modulus
can be constructed (Milton and Phan-Thien, 1982; Pham, 1993).ll rights reserved.Additional statistical information on the microgeometries of com-
posites is needed for construction of tighter bounds. The n-point
correlation functions are related to the probability of n points in
certain arrangements throwing into the composite material space
would fall into the domains of certain component materials. All
n-point correlation functions (up to n !1) are needed to deter-
mine theoretically an effective property of a random composite.
Among the most important low-point correlation parameters, the
one-point correlation parameters are just the volume fractions of
the components; the two-point correlation parameters are not re-
quired for macroscopically isotropic composites as they are inte-
grated explicitly in the expressions of the effective moduli. The
next-low-point correlation parameters needed are the three-point
ones, the particular values of which have been calculated and tab-
ulated for various microgeometries in the literature. Most bounds
on the effective properties have been constructed for two-compo-
nent materials. Third order bounds constructed by Phan-Thien
and Milton (1983), using the perturbation approach and Fourier
transformation, appear the best available bounds on the effective
moduli of statistically isotropic multicomponent materials that in-
volve three-point correlation parameters. The three-point correla-
tion bounds constructed by Pham (1993) using minimum energy
principles and Hashin–Shtrikman polarization trial ﬁelds, also coin-
cidewith those of Phan-Thien andMilton in the case of two-compo-
nent materials, appear less restrictive than the latter ones in the
generalmulticomponent case, as analysed by Pham and Phan-Thien
(1998). The optimality of the bounds for the smaller class of sym-
metric cell materials over certain ranges of parameters has been
shown in Pham (1994, 1997a,b) and Pham and Phan-Thien (1998).
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tion trial ﬁelds, and symmetric cell hypothesis, we (Pham, 2006)
derived the bounds on the effective moduli of random cell poly-
crystals, which are deﬁnitely tighter than those of Hashin and
Shtrikman (1962).
In this work we also start with the minimum energy and com-
plementary principles, but choose the trial ﬁelds to be more gen-
eral than the previous Hashin–Shtrikman polarization ones to
construct the tighter bounds.
In the next section we explore the mathematical properties of
the three-point correlation geometric parameters needed for our
bounds. In Section 3 the three-point correlation bounds on the
effective moduli of isotropic multicomponent materials are con-
structed, and then applied to the symmetric cell materials and
some asymmetric multicoated spheres models. The bounds for
random cell polycrystals are derived in Section 4, with applications
to the random aggregates of cubic crystals in Section 5.
2. Three-point correlation geometric parameters
In this section we examine the three-point correlation parame-
ters deﬁned in (Pham, 1993), and formed from harmonic and
biharmonic potentials, which appear in the expression of the Green
function for elastic inﬁnite medium and also in the expressions of
Hashin–Shtrikman polarization ﬁelds.
Consider a representative volume element (RVE) of a statisti-
cally isotropic multicomponent material that occupies a spherical
region V of Euclidean space, generally, in d dimensions (d ¼ 2;3).
The center of the sphere is also the origin of the Cartesian system
of coordinates fxg . The RVE consists of N components occupying
regions Va  V of volumes va(a ¼ 1; . . . ;N the volume of V is as-
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r4Cw ¼ dðrÞ: ð2Þ
Statistical isotropy assumption implies (Walpole, 1966; Sermer-
gor, 1977; Christensen, 1979; Sirotin and Saskolskaia, 1979; Wea-
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a  8ðdþ 3ÞAbca
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" #
 DijmnDklpq þ B
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a ðd3 þ 3dþ 6Þ  2Bbca ðdþ 2Þ
ðd2  1Þdðdþ 2Þðdþ 4Þðdþ 6Þ
Dijmnklpq ; ð3Þwhere
Dijmn ¼ dijdmn þ dimdjn þ dindjm;
Dijmnklpq ¼ dikDjmnlpq þ dilDjmnkpq þ dipDjmnklq þ diqDjmnklp ;
Djmnlpq ¼ djlDmnpq þ djpDmnlq þ djqDmnlp ;
Dmnpq ¼ dmpdnq þ dmqdnp;
Dijmnklpq ¼ dijD^mnklpq þ dimD^jnklpq þ dinD^jmklpq þ djmD^inklpq þ djnD^imklpq þ dmnD^ijklpq;
D^mnklpq ¼ Dmnklpq þ dmkDnlpq þ dmkdnldpq þ dnkDmlpq þ dnkdmldpq; ð4Þ




























Latin indices after comma designate differentiation with respec-
tive Cartesian coordinates; Throughout this paper, the conven-
tional summation on the repeating Latin indices from 1 to d, but
not on the repeating Greek indices indicating the components, is
assumed. Deﬁnitions of three-point correlation parameters in the
literature require certain knowledge from probability theory. How-
ever the three-point correlation parameters appear in our bounds
naturally in the process of construction of the bounds: they are just
multi-integrals taken over the microgeometries of three compo-
nents (Va;Vb;Vc) in the RVE of the composite, as of Eq. (5). Phan-
Thien and Milton (1983) three-point correlation parameters Aabc





via the expressions (Pham and Torquato, 2003)






ðvadabdac  vavbdbc  vbvcdac  vavcdba
þ 2vavbvcÞ;






ðvadabdac  vavbdbc  vbvcdac
 vavcdba þ 2vavbvcÞ: ð6Þ
The parameters Abca B
bc
a are not independent – they are related
among themselves. First, from the deﬁnition (5) - they are symmet-
ric on indices b and c. In the two-component case they are ex-
pressed through just two parameters f1 (or f2) and g1 (or g2)
introduced earlier by Milton and Torquato [consult (Milton and
Phan-Thien, 1982; Torquato, 2002; Pham and Torquato, 2003)]
A11a ¼ A22a ¼ A12a ¼
d 1
d
v1v2fa; a ¼ 1;2;
B11a ¼ B22a ¼ B12a ¼
dðd 1Þ




f1 þ f2 ¼ 1; g1 þ g2 ¼ 1; 1P f1; f2;g1;g2 P 0; ð8Þ
A111 þ A222 ¼
d 1
d
v1v2; B111 þ B222 ¼
ðd 1Þðdþ 3Þ
dðdþ 2Þ v1v2; ð9Þ
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. . . ;aNg is any permutation of f1; . . . ;Ng , and k is any number be-
tween 1 and N  1. Eqs. (7) and (9) together with deﬁnition (5) help
















dðdþ 2Þ vbð1 vbÞ; 8b ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð12Þ






Babc ¼ 0; 8b; c ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð13Þ












dðdþ 2Þ vbvc; 8b; c ¼ 1; . . . ;N; b– c: ð15Þ
With the help of Eqs. (13)–(15) one can ﬁnd that all the three-point
correlation parameters of the set fAbca ; a;b; c ¼ 1; . . . ;Ng can be
expressed through those of a smaller set fAbca ; a;b; c ¼ 1; . . . ;
N  1g; and fBbca ; a; b; c ¼ 1; . . . ;Ng – through fBbca ; a;b; c ¼ 1;
. . . ;N  1g.
The two sets fAbca g and fBbca g are also subjected to certain
inequality restrictions. In d ¼ 3 dimensions from (Pham, 1993,
1995) we have (we remind that, throughout the paper, the conven-




Aaaa ; 8a ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð16Þ





fa P ga P
5
21
fa; a ¼ 1;2 ð17Þ
– in agreement with the result of (Pham, 1993; Milton and Phan-





a ; 8a ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð18Þ
which in the 2D two-component case implies the trivial restriction
1P ga P 0 . The inequalities (16), and (17) allow us to get the
bounds on the shear modulus of isotropic multicomponent materi-
als tighter than the Hashin–Shtrikman ones for what is called the
badly-ordered cases (Milton and Phan-Thien, 1982; Pham, 1993).
Xu (2011) introduced another three-point correlation parameter,
which he argues to be better and to be substituted for Milton’s
parameter ga in the case of two-component materials. Since Xu’s
parameter can be expressed through Milton–Torquato parameters
na;ga, it can also be related to those of ours as well, respectively.
For the class of symmetric cell materials (Miller, 1969;
Pham, 1994, 1997a; Pham and Phan-Thien, 1998) we have
ða – b – c – aÞ
Abca ¼vavbvcðf1 f3Þ; Aaaa ¼vað1vaÞ½ð1vaÞf1þvaf3;
Aaba ¼vavb½ðva1Þf1vaf3; Abba ¼vavb½ð1vbÞf3þvbf1;
Bbca ¼vavbvcðg1g3Þ; Baaa¼vað1vaÞ½ð1vaÞg1þvag3;
Baba ¼vavb½ðva1Þg1vag3; Bbba ¼vavb½ð1vbÞg3þvbg1; ð19Þwhich depend on just a few shape parameters f1; f3; g1; g3 . In the
two-component case with Eqs. (7) and (8) one ﬁnds relations and
restrictions valid also for general N-component symmetric cell
materials




g1 þ g3 ¼
ðd 1Þðdþ 3Þ
dðdþ 2Þ ; 0 6 g1; g3 6
ðd 1Þðdþ 3Þ
dðdþ 2Þ : ð20Þ
One also has the relations between the shape parameters G; E in
three space of (Miller, 1969; Torquato, 2002) and our shape param-
eters f1; g1
f1 ¼ 3G 13 ; G ¼
1
3













; E ¼ g1 þ
1
5






6 E 6 1
 
; ð21Þ
and f1 ¼ 0; G ¼ 19 ; g1 ¼ 0; E ¼ 15, for the spherical cell materials,
while f1 ¼ 23 ; G ¼ 13 ; g1 ¼ 45 ; G ¼ 1 for the platelet cell ones.
The symmetric cell hypothesis implies that the representative
volume element V could be divided into M portions V ðaÞ
(a ¼ 1; . . . ;M; generally M is much larger than N - the number of
material components) of equal volume v0, every portion is made
of only one component material, and an interchange of the
materials between any two portions should not alter the overall
characteristics of V. We have speciﬁcally (Pham, 1994, 1997a;










































[here we use speciﬁcally the indices in brackets ðaÞ indicating the
‘‘portions’’ to distinguish them from the sole indices a indicating
‘‘material components’’ in (1) and elsewhere in this paper].
From Eqs. (7), (9), and (18) one ﬁnds
6
dþ 4 f1 þ
d2  1
ðdþ 2Þðdþ 4ÞP g1 P
6
dþ 4 f1; ð23Þ
which in three space becomes
6
7
















Contrary to the symmetric cell materials, where the microge-
ometries of different components are statistically indistinguish-
able, except by the volume proportions, is Hashin–Shtrikman
asymmetric two-component coated spheres assemblage, where
the continuous matrix phase surrounds and separates the discrete
inclusions from the other phase. The parameters Abca for the model
have been determined exactly (phase-1 – inclusion, phase-2 – ma-
trix; Pham, 1997b; Pham and Torquato, 2003)




f1 ¼ 0; f2 ¼ 1: ð25Þ
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the N-component multicoated spheres assemblage. Here spheres
of phase 1 are coated with spherical shells of phase 2, which in turn
are coated with spherical shells of phase 3,. . ., and the relative
volume proportions and coating orders of the phases in all
n-compound spheres are the same. The parameters Abca of this
N-phase model have been determined exactly (Pham, 1997b,
2011). One can also generalize the model further: consider a ran-
dom mixture of multicoated spheres of different kinds, where the
embedding orders of phases may be different in different
compound spheres but the relative volume proportions of the
phases in all N-compound spheres remain the same. The parame-
ters Abca of this N-phase model can also be determined exactly, as
demonstrated in the two-component case in (Pham, 1997b; Pham
and Torquato, 2003).
Unfortunately the parameters Bbca can not be determined analyt-
ically for the coated-sphere microgeometries.
Three-point correlation parameters have been calculated and
tabulated for many particular two-component microstructures
(Torquato, 2002). But even without knowing the particular values
of the parameters, we can construct bounds tighter than Hashin–
Shtrikman ones for the class of symmetric cell materials, and then
for symmetric cell random polycrystals in the next two sections,
taking into account the restrictions (19),(20), and (23).
3. Bounds for isotropic multicomponent materials
We consider again the RVE of the previous section where phases
a have elastic moduli ka; la; a ¼ 1; . . . ;N . The local elastic tensor




Tðka;laÞIaðxÞ; x 2 V ; ð26Þ
where Iais the indicator function
IaðxÞ ¼
1; x 2 Va
0; x R Va;

ð27Þ
T is the isotropic fourth rank tensor with components
Tijklðk;lÞ ¼ kdijdkl þ l dikdjl þ dildjk  2d dijdkl
 
: ð28Þ
The local elastic tensor CðxÞ relates the local stress and strain tensor
ﬁelds:
rðxÞ ¼ CðxÞ : eðxÞ; ð29Þ
The stress ﬁeld satisﬁes equilibrium equation in V:
r  rðxÞ ¼ 0; ð30Þ
while the strain ﬁeld is expressible via the displacement ﬁeld uðxÞ
eðxÞ ¼ 1
2
½ruþ ðruÞT : ð31Þ
The effective elastic moduli Ceff ¼ Tðkeff ;leff Þ of the composite
can be deﬁned via the minimum energy expression




e : C : edx; ð32Þ
where the kinematic ﬁeld e is compatible, i.e. satisﬁes Eq. (31) and
restriction hei ¼ e0; hi means the volume average on V ; e0 is a con-
stant strain ﬁeld; or the minimum complementary energy
expression




r : C1 : rdx; ð33Þ
where the static ﬁeld r is equilibrated, i.e. satisﬁes Eq. (30) and
restriction hri ¼ r0; r0 is a constant stress ﬁeld.To derive their celebrated bounds on the effective elastic mod-
uli, Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) have constructed special varia-
tional principles, which lead to the respective polarization ﬁeld.
Using Hashin–Shtrikman polarization trial ﬁelds (Walpole, 1966;
Christensen, 1979; Pham, 1993), but starting instead from the min-
imum energy principles (32) and (33), we (Pham, 1993) obtained
the bounds containing additional three-point correlation parame-
ters (5); and by optimizing the bounds over the two free parame-
ters k0;l0 (called the moduli of a comparison homogeneous
material), we get the respective three-point correlation estimates
for various composites. In this work we use the trial ﬁelds more
general than Hashin–Shtrikman polarization trial ones, which con-
tain more free parameters to be optimized over, to construct tigh-
ter three-point correlation bounds for N-component materials in d
dimensions, especially at N P 3 .
Thus, to ﬁnd the best possible upper bound on keff from the en-
ergy principle (32), we take the following compatible strain trial
ﬁeld









0 is a constant volumeric strain, the harmonic poten-
tialsua have been deﬁned in Eq. (1), aa are the free scalars such that
XN
a¼1
vaaa ¼ 0 ð35Þ
for the trial ﬁeld (34) to satisfy the restriction hei ¼ e0 of expression
(32). Substituting the trial ﬁeld (34) into the energy functional of Eq.



















We minimize the expression (36) over the free variables aa re-
stricted by Eq. (35) with inclusion of Lagrange multiplier k, and
get the equations, in addition to Eq. (35)
vaka þ vakaaa þ
XN
b;c¼1
Aabc 2lcab  kva ¼ 0; a ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð38Þ
We introduce the vectors a;v;vk (with a-components) and matrices
Ak (with ab-components) in the N-space
a ¼ faagNa ; v ¼ fvagNa ; vk ¼ fvakagNa




Then Eq. (38) can also be presented in a compact form
Ak  aþ vk  kv ¼ 0; ð40Þ
which has the formal solution
a ¼ A1k  ðkv  vkÞ: ð41Þ
Substituting a from Eq. (41) into a  v ¼ 0 from Eq. (35) one ﬁnds
k ¼ v A
1
k  vk
v A1k  v
: ð42Þ
Now taking sum of Eq. (38) on a from 1 to N, keeping in mind Eqs.
(13) and (37), one obtains
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XN
a¼1
vakaaa  k ¼ 0: ð43Þ
From Eqs. (36) and (38), using Eqs. (35) and (43), we get





ðe0Þ2 ¼ kðe0Þ2; ð44Þ
and ﬁnally, with the the help of Eqs. (32), (42), and (44) we ontain
an upper bound on the effective bulk modulus of the composite
keff 6 KUA ðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabcÞ ¼
v A1k  vk
v A1k  v
; ð45Þ
where Ak;v;vk are deﬁned in Eq. (39).
Similarly, to ﬁnd the best possible lower bound on keff from Eq.
(33), we take the following equilibrated stress trial ﬁeld





r0; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ;d; ð46Þ
where r0ij ¼ dijr0 is a constant hydrostatic stress, ua and Ia have
been deﬁned in Eqs. (1) and (27), aa are free scalars satisfying the
restriction (35) for the trial ﬁeld (46) to satisfy the restriction
hri ¼ r0 of Eq. (33). Substituting the trial ﬁeld (46) into the energy




























We introduce the notations
v ¼ fvagNa ; vk ¼ fvak1a gNa ;










We minimize expression (47) over variables aa restricted by Eq.
(35), following the procedure similar to that from Eq. (37) to Eq.
(45), to get from Eq. (33) the lower bound on the effective bulk
modulus
keff P KLAðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabcÞ ¼
v  A1k  v
v  A1k  vk
; ð50Þ
where Ak; v; vk are deﬁned in Eq. (49).
Using computer programs [as has been done in (Pham and
Phan-Thien (1998)) one can check that our bounds (45) and (50)
in the three-space case (d ¼ 3) agree with those of (Phan-Thien
and Milton, 1983) based on the perturbation approach and Fourier
transformation. Though the bounds coincide with those in (Pham,
1993) using Hashin–Shtrikman polarization trial ﬁelds in the two-
component case, in the general N-component case the former
bounds are tighter, as shall be illustrated in the application part
at the end of this section.
Next, to ﬁnd an upper bound on the effective shear modulus leff
from the energy principle (32), we take the compatible strain trial






ðua;ik~e0kj þua;jk~e0kiÞ þ bwa;ijkl~e0kl
 
; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ;d;
ð51Þ
where e0ij ¼ ~e0ijð~e0ii ¼ 0Þ is a constant deviatoric strain, the free scalars
aa are subjected to restriction (35) for the trial ﬁeld (51) to satisfy
the restriction hei ¼ e0 of Eq. (32). Substituting the trial ﬁeld (51)










































































We minimize expression (52) over variables aa restricted by Eq.
(35), following the procedure similar to that from Eq. (37) to Eq.
(45), to get from Eq. (32) the upper bound
leff 6 MUbABðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc; fBbca gNabc; bÞ ¼
v A1l  vl
v A1l  v
;
ð55Þ
whereAl;v;vl are deﬁned in Eq. (54). Nowminimizing the expres-
sion above over the remaining free parameter b, one obtains the
best possible upper bound on leff
leff 6 min
b
MUbAB ¼ MUABðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc; fBbca gNabcÞ: ð56Þ
Similarly, to ﬁnd a lower bound on the effective shear modulus
leff from the energy principle (33), we take the equilibrated stress
trial ﬁeld
rij ¼ ~r0ij þ
XN
a¼1
aa½ua;ik ~r0kj þua;jk ~r0ki  wa;ijkl~r0kl  Ia ~r0ij
þ ðbþ 1Þðwa;ijkl ~r0kl  dijua;kl ~r0klÞ; i; j ¼ 1; . . . ;d; ð57Þ
where r0ij ¼ ~r0ijð~r0ii ¼ 0Þ is a constant deviatoric stress, the free sca-
lars aa are subjected to the restriction (35) for the trial ﬁeld (57)
to satisfy the restriction hri ¼ r0 of Eq. (33). Substituting the trial
ﬁeld (57) into the energy functional of Eq. (33) and taking into ac-
count Eq. (3), we obtain
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: ð59ÞDenotev ¼ fvagNa ; vl ¼ fval1a gNa ;
Al ¼ val1a dab





























We minimize expression (58) over variables aa restricted by Eq.
(35), following the procedure similar to that from Eq. (37) to Eq.
(45), to get from Eq. (33) the lower bound
leff P MLbABðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc; fBbca gNabc; bÞ ¼
v  A1l  v
v  A1l  vl
;
ð61ÞFig. 1. The exact values of the effective bulk modulus keff from converged bounds
(45) and (51) for three-dimensional doubly-coated sphere assemblages, with the
component elastic moduli k1 ¼ 1; l1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 10; l2 ¼ 3; k3 ¼ 50; l3 ¼ 20, at
the ranges v1 ¼ 0:1! 0:9; v2 ¼ v3 ¼ 12 ð1 v1Þ, compared to the old bounds of
(Pham, 1993) and HS (Hashin–Shtrikman) bounds.where Al; v; vl are deﬁned in Eq. (60). Now maximizing the
expression above over the remaining free parameter b, one obtains
the best possible lower bound on leffleff Pmax
b
MLbAB
¼ MLABðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc; fBbca gNabcÞ: ð62Þ
The trial ﬁelds (34),(46),(51),(57), involving up to N indepen-
dent free parameters [faagNa , b restricted by Eq. (35)], are more gen-
eral than the speciﬁc Hashin–Shtrikman polarization trial ones
(Walpole, 1966; Christensen, 1979; Pham, 1993, 1997a) used in
Pham (1993), which contain just two free parameters k0; l0 called
the moduli of a homogeneous comparison material. Hence the
bounds (45),(50),(56),(62) generally (at N P 3) are more restrictive
than those constructed in (Pham, 1993), though they coincide in
the two-component (N ¼ 2) case.
For illustrations, we consider three-phase composites (N ¼ 3) in
three-space (d ¼ 3) having the properties (normalized with respect
to k1)k1 ¼ 1; l1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 10; l2 ¼ 3; k3 ¼ 50; l3 ¼ 20;
v1 ¼ 0:1! 0:9; v2 ¼ v3 ¼ 12 ð1 v1Þ: ð63Þ
With the N-component multicoated spheres assemblage in d-
space, the parameters Abca have been determined analytically, and
the bounds (45) and (50) converge (coincide) to yield the exact va-
lue of the effective bulk modulus of the geometry, while those of
(Pham, 1993) provide just some bounds though tight. The results
for the doubly-coated spheres assemblages (N ¼ 3; d ¼ 3) with par-
ticular data (63) are reported in Fig. 1; There Hashin–Shtrikman
bounds are also included. Note, however, that for the mixed multi-
coated spheres assemblages (including the two-component ones)
the bounds (45) and (50) generally would not converge.
Unfortunately the parameters Bbca required for the bounds (56)
and (62) have not been determined exactly for the coated sphere
assemblages. However, with available values of Abca for the geome-
tries and by taking b ¼ 0 in estimates (55) and (67), one can still
get some bounds on the effective shear modulus, as reported in
Fig. 2 for the particular data (63). From the ﬁgure one can see that
though the lower bound is tighter than Hashin–Shtrikman lower
bound, the upper bound is larger than the Hashin–Shtrikman one
- that is the price we paid by choosing b ¼ 0 to eliminate the geo-
metric parameters Bbca from the bounds (in other words, the trialFig. 2. The new bounds (55) and (61) for the effective shear modulus of three-
dimensional doubly-coated sphere assemblages at a chosen value of a free
parameter b ¼ 0, with the component elastic moduli k1 ¼ 1; l1 ¼ 0:5;
k2 ¼ 10; l2 ¼ 3; k3 ¼ 50; l3 ¼ 20, in the ranges v1 ¼ 0:1! 0:9; v2 ¼ v3 ¼
1
2 ð1 v1Þ, and HS (Hashin–Shtrikman) bounds.
Fig. 3. New shape-unspeciﬁed bounds on the effective bulk modulus from (66) for
three-component symmetric cell materials in three-space, with the component
elastic moduli k1 ¼ 1; l1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 10; l2 ¼ 3; k3 ¼ 50; l3 ¼ 20, at the ranges
v1 ¼ 0:1! 0:9; v2 ¼ v3 ¼ 12 ð1 v1Þ, compared to the old bounds of (Pham, 1994)




Shape-unspeciﬁed bounds kUsym ; k
L
sym on the effective bulk modulus from (66) for
three-component symmetric cell materials in three-space, with the component
elastic moduli k1 ¼ 1; l1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 10; l2 ¼ 3; k3 ¼ 50; l3 ¼ 20, at the ranges











1 - the values of the
















0.1 19.296 16.783 16.783 9.128 8.579 8.337 0 2/3
0.2 16.150 13.130 13.115 5.975 5.685 5.379 0.004 2/3
0.3 13.407 10.804 10.171 4.429 4.236 3.885 0.210 0.659
0.4 10.994 8.955 8.006 3.479 3.359 2.982 0.435 0.544
0.5 8.856 7.367 6.544 2.740 2.740 2.379 2/3 0
0.6 6.947 5.938 5.353 2.125 2.125 1.946 2/3 0
0.7 5.233 4.614 4.219 1.701 1.701 1.622 2/3 0
0.8 3.685 3.362 3.122 1.397 1.397 1.369 2/3 0
0.9 2.280 2.161 2.052 1.172 1.172 1.166 2/3 0
Fig. 4. New shape-unspeciﬁed bounds on the effective shear modulus from (67) for
three-component symmetric cell materials in three-space, with the component
elastic moduli k1 ¼ 1; l1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 10; l2 ¼ 3; k3 ¼ 50; l3 ¼ 20, at the ranges
v1 ¼ 0:1! 0:9; v2 ¼ v3 ¼ 12 ð1 v1Þ, compared to HS (Hashin–Shtrikman) bounds.
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but not the biharmonic, potentials).
For symmetric cell materials (19), the bounds (45),(50),(56),(62)
are specialized to
KUf P k
eff P KLf ; ð64Þ
KUf ðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; f1Þ ¼ KUA ðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc
2 ð19Þ&ð20ÞÞ;
KLf ðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; f1Þ ¼ KLAðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc
2 ð19Þ&ð20ÞÞ;
MUfg P l
eff P MLfg ; ð65Þ
MUfgðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; f1; g1Þ ¼ MUABðfkagNa ; flagNa ;
fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc&fBbca gNabc 2 ð19Þ&ð20ÞÞ;
MLfgðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; f1; g1Þ ¼ MLABðfkagNa ; flagNa ;
fvagNa ; fAbca gNabc&fBbca gNabc 2 ð19Þ&ð20ÞÞ;
and then the shape-unspeciﬁed bounds for all symmetric cell mate-
rials read [keeping in mind Eqs. (20) and (23)]
KUsym P k
eff P KLsym; ð66Þ
KUsymðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa Þ ¼ max06f16ðd1Þ=dK
U
f ðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; f1Þ;
KLsymðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa Þ ¼ min06f16ðd1Þ=dK
U
f ðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; f1Þ;
MUsym P l
eff P MLsym; ð67Þ
MUsymðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; Þ ¼ max
f1 ;g12ð68Þ
MUfgðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa ; f1; g1Þ;
MLsymðfkagNa ; flagNa ; fvagNa Þ ¼ min
f1 ;g12ð68Þ




P f1 P 0;
6
dþ 4 f1 þ
d2  1
ðdþ 2Þðdþ 4ÞP g1 P
6
dþ 4 f1: ð68Þ
Following the approach of (Pham and Phan-Thien, 1998), one
can check that the upper and lower bounds (64) for the effective
bulk modulus of three-dimensional platelet cell materials
(d ¼ 3; f1 ¼ 2=3) are attained by the platelet cell models (25) and
(26) of (Pham and Phan-Thien, 1998), and the lower bound (64)
for the effective bulk modulus of two-dimensional bar cell materi-
als (d ¼ 2; f1 ¼ 1=2) is attained by the bar cell model (54) and (56)
of (Pham, 1997a); hence the respective bounds are optimal. Fur-
ther, the general shape-unspeciﬁed bounds (66) for all symmetric
cell materials in three-space are optimal whenever the maximum
(minimum) in the upper bound (lower bound) is attained at
f1 ¼ 2=3; and the lower bound (66) for symmetric cell materials
in two-space is optimal whenever the minimum in the lower
bound is attained at f1 ¼ 1=2 . For the subclass of spherical cell
materials (f1 ¼ g1 ¼ 0), the bounds (64),(65) coincide with the
respective ones of (Pham, 1994, 1997a), which have a very simple
presentation.
For numerical illustrations, we take the three-dimensional
three-component materials (63). The bounds (66) for the bulk
modulus of symmetric cell materials compared to the old bounds
using Hashin–Shtrikman polarization ﬁelds in Pham (1994) and
the Hashin–Shtrikman bounds are reported in Fig. 3. The results
are also presented in Table 1, together with the values f1 ¼ f U1
and f1 ¼ f L1 , at which the respective maximum and minimum in
bounds (66) are reached. Whenever the maximum or minimum
is reached at f1 ¼ 0, the respective bound (66) coincides with the
corresponding one of (Pham, 1994, 1997a), but at other values off1 the former bound is tighter. The bounds (67) for the shear mod-
ulus of symmetric cell materials are compared to Hashin–Shtrik-
man bounds in Fig. 4, and the results are also reported in Table 2
Table 2
Shape-unspeciﬁed bounds lUsym ; lLsym on the effective shear modulus from (67) for three-component symmetric cell materials in three-space, with the component elastic moduli
k1 ¼ 1; l1 ¼ 0:5; k2 ¼ 10; l2 ¼ 3; k3 ¼ 50; l3 ¼ 20, at the ranges v1 ¼ 0:1! 0:9; v2 ¼ v3 ¼ 12 ð1 v1Þ, compared to Hashin–Shtrikman bounds lUHS;lLHS; b
U





gL1 - the values of the free (b) and shape (f1; g1) parameters, at which the respective extrema in the bounds (56),(62), and (67) are reached.
v1 lUHS lUsym lLsym lLHS f U1 gU1 bU f L1 gL1 bL
0.1 8.197 7.228 4.405 3.541 0.033 0.249 0.74 2/3 0.791 1.45
0.2 7.097 6.069 3.117 2.541 0.200 0.391 0.74 2/3 0.731 1.42
0.3 6.074 5.093 2.377 1.934 0.380 0.546 0.74 2/3 0.651 1.41
0.4 5.118 4.289 1.871 1.527 0.593 0.729 0.74 0.560 0.480 1.40
0.5 4.924 3.611 1.450 1.235 2/3 0.791 0.74 0 0 1.41
0.6 3.386 2.964 1.127 1.015 2/3 0.791 0.75 0 0 1.41
0.7 2.599 2.334 0.896 0.844 2/3 0.791 0.75 0 0 1.41
0.8 1.858 1.715 0.726 0.707 2/3 0.791 0.75 0 0 1.40
0.9 1.160 1.105 0.598 0.594 2/3 0.791 0.75 0 0 1.40
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bounds (56), and (62), at which the respective extrema are
reached, are also presented. In practice a symmetric cell material
corresponds to the case when we mix and compress powders from
different materials with similar patterns of sizes and forms (and
possibly different volume fractions).
4. Bounds for random cell polycrystals
Consider a three-dimensional RVE V of a polycrystal that con-
sists of N components occupying regions Va  V of equal volumes
va ¼ v0 (a ¼ 1; . . . ;N) - each component is composed of grains of
the same crystalline orientation with respective crystal elastic
property Ca (a fourth rank tensor with components Caijkl). A random
polycrystal is supposed to be represented by such N-component
conﬁguration when N !1; va ¼ v0 ¼ 1n ! 0 with the crystalline
orientations being distributed equally in all directions in the space.
The effective elatic tensor Ceff ¼ Tðkeff ;leff Þ of the aggregate is also
deﬁned via the minimum energy expression (32), or the minimum
complementary energy expression (33) [here instead of Eq. (26) we
have CðxÞ ¼PNa¼1CaIaðxÞ].
To ﬁnd the best possible upper bound on keff , we put the com-
patible strain trial ﬁeld

















vaaaik ¼ 0; i; k ¼ 1;2;3; ð70Þ










































where kV ¼ 19Caiijj [also lV ¼ 110 ðCaijij  13CaiijjÞ].
Symmetric cell relations (19) applied to the random polycrystal
at va ¼ 1N ! 0ðn!1) reduce to (we keep only the small terms of
lowest orders as 1N ! 0; a – b – c – a)Abca ¼
1
N3
ðf1  f3Þ; Aaaa ¼
1
N
f1 þ 1N f3
 
; Aaba ¼ 
1
N2






































Using Eq. (72) and keeping only the small terms of lowest orders in

















































































































































































Now, with the help of Eqs. (3), (73), (74) and (20), we obtain from
Eq. (71) the expression (keeping in mind va ¼ 1N)
We ¼ kV ðe0Þ2 þ 2e0
XN
a¼1
vaCKa : aa þ
XN
a¼1
vaaa : Aa : aa; ð75Þ
where we have introduced the second and fourth rank tensors with
component Latin indices i, j, k, l ranging from 1 to 3














































































































































We optimize the expression (75) over the free variables aaij re-
stricted by Eq. (70) with the help of Lagrange multiplier
k ¼ fkijg3ij, and get the equations (a ¼ 1; . . . ;N)
Aa : aa þ e0CKa  k ¼ 0; ð77Þ
which has the formal solution
aa ¼ A1a : ðk e0CKaÞ; a ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð78Þ
Substituting aa from Eq. (78) into Eq. (70), and solving the resulting
equation for k, one obtains
k ¼ hA1a i1a : hA1a : CKaiae0; ð79Þ
where the notation h. . . ia ¼
PN
a¼1va . . . indicates the average over
all orientations a in the space. From Eqs. (75), (77) and (78), one
ﬁnds
We ¼ kV ðe0Þ2 þ hCKa : A1a : ðk e0CKaÞiae0; ð80Þ
and, together with Eqs. (32) and (79), one obtains the upper bound
on keff that depends on the base crystal elastic tensor C and the
shape parameters f1; g1, after minimizing the expression over the
remaining free parameter b
keff 6 KUfpolðC; f1Þ ¼minb ½kV þ hCKa :A
1
a ia : hA1a i1a : hA1a
: CKaia  hCKa : A1a : CKaia; ð81Þ
where CKa andAa are deﬁned in Eq. (76). Finally the general shape-
unspeciﬁed upper bound on the effective bulk modulus keff of the
random cell polycrystals reads
keff 6 KUpolðCÞ ¼ max
f1 ;g12ð83Þ
KUfpolðC; f1; g1Þ; ð82Þwhere, from restrictions (68)
2
3
P f1 P 0;
6
7




Similarly, to ﬁnd the best possible lower bound on keff , we put
the equlibrated stress trial ﬁeld
rij ¼ dijr0 þ
XN
a¼1
½aaikua;kj þ aajkua;ki  ðbþ 1Þdijaaklua;kl  aaijIa þ baaklwa;ijkl
ð84Þ
restricted by Eq. (70) into the energy functional of Eq. (33) (with
r0ij ¼ dijr0) and follow the procedure similar to that from Eq. (71)
to Eq. (75) to get
Wr ¼ k1R ðr0Þ2 þ 2r0
XN
a¼1
vaCKa : aa þ
XN
a¼1
vaaa : Aa : aa; ð85Þ
where we have introduced the second and fourth rank tensors






















































































































































































Sa ¼ ðCaÞ1, kR ¼ ðSaiijjÞ1; lR ¼ ½25 ðSaijij  13 SaiijjÞ1.
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we optimize the expression (85) over aaij restricted by Eq. (70), and
then over b, and obtain from Eq. (33) the best possible lower bound
on keff that depends on the base crystal elastic tensor C and the
shape parameters f1; g1
keff P KLfpolðC; f1; g1Þ ð87Þ
¼ max
b
½ðk1R þ hCKa : A1Kaia : h A1Kai1a : h A1Ka : CKaia
 hCKa : A1Ka : CKaiaÞ1;
where CKa and Aa are deﬁned in Eq. (86). Finally the general shape-
unspeciﬁed lower bound on the effective bulk modulus keff of the
random cell polycrystals reads
keff P KLpolðCÞ ¼ min
f1 ;g12ð83Þ
KLfpolðC; f1; g1Þ: ð88Þ
Now, to construct the upper bound on leff from Eq. (32), we
substitute into it (with e0 ¼ ~e0; ~e0ii ¼ 0) the compatible strain trial
ﬁeld





ðaaikua;kj þ aajkua;kiÞ þ baaklwa;ijkl
 
; i; j ¼ 1;2;3; ð89Þ
restricted by Eq. (70) and following the procedure similar to that











vaaa :Aa : aa; ð90Þ
where we have introduced the tensors














ijkl ¼ CMaklij ð91Þ
Aa is deﬁned in Eq. (76).
Following the procedure similar to that from Eq. (75) to Eq. (81),
we optimize the expression (90) over aaij restricted by Eq. (70), then
over b, and obtain from Eq. (32) the best possible upper bound on
leff that depends on the base crystal elastic tensor C and the shape
parameters f1; g1







M ¼ fMijklg3ijkl ¼ hCTMa : A1a ia : hA1a i1a : hA1a
: CMaia  hCTMa : A1a : CMaia; ð93Þ
CMa; C
T
Ma, andAa are deﬁned in Eqs. (91) and (76). Then the general
shape-unspeciﬁed upper bound on the effective shear modulus of
the random cell polycrystals reads
leff 6 MUpolðCÞ ¼ max
f1 ;g12ð83Þ
MUfgpol ðC; f1; g1Þ: ð94Þ
To construct the lower bound on leff from Eq. (33), we substi-







;kj þ aajkua;ki  ðbþ 1Þdijaaklua;kl  aaijIa þ baaklwa;ijkl
h i
ð95Þrestricted by Eq. (70) and following the procedure similar to that




r : C1 : rdx ð96Þ
¼ ð2lRÞ1~r0 : ~r0 þ 2
XN
a¼1
vaaa : CMa : ~r0 þ
XN
a¼1
vaaa : Aa : aa;
where we have introduced the tensors













; CMaTijkl ¼ CMaklij ; ð97Þ
Aa is deﬁned in Eq. (96).
Following the procedure similar to that from Eq. (75) to Eq. (81),
we optimize the expression (96) over aaij restricted by Eq. (70), then
over b, and obtain from Eq. (33) the best possible lower bound on
leff that depends on the base crystal elastic tensor C and the shape
parameters f1; g1










M ¼ f Mijklg3ijkl ¼ hCTMa : A1a ia : h A1a i1a : h A1a
: CMaia  hCTMa : A1a : CMaia; ð99Þ
CMa; CTMa, and Aa are deﬁned in Eqs. (97) and (86). Then the general
shape-unspeciﬁed lower bound on the effective shear modulus of
the random cell polycrystals reads
leff P MLpolðCÞ ¼ min
f1 ;g12ð83Þ
MLfgpolðC; f1; g1Þ: ð100Þ
Particular applications of the bounds (82),(88),(94),(100) to the
random aggregates of cubic crystals will be presented in the next
section.5. Bounds for random cell cubic crystal aggregates
In this section, Cijklði; j; k; l ¼ 1;2;3Þ are understood as the com-
ponents of the fourth-rank elastic tensor in the base-crystal coor-
dinates, and Cpqðp; q ¼ 1; . . . ;6Þ are the respective convenient
two-index notations for the elastic constants. In the case of cubic
crystals, there are 3 independent elastic constants C11; C12; C44,
and we have the correspondence (the other independent compo-
nents are zero)
C1111 ¼ C2222 ¼ C3333 ¼ C11;
C1122 ¼ C2233 ¼ C3311 ¼ C12;
C2323 ¼ C3131 ¼ C1212 ¼ C44: ð101Þ
The Voigt and Reuss averages for the cubic crystals are




ðC11  C12 þ 3C44Þ; lR ¼
5ðC11  C12ÞC44
3ðC11  C12Þ þ 4C44 : ð102Þ
The inverse of the elastic tensor is S ¼ C1, and their respective
components Sijkl have the corresponding two-index notations Spq.
For the cubic crystals we have
S1111 ¼ S2222 ¼ S3333 ¼ S11;
S1122 ¼ S2233 ¼ S3311 ¼ S12;




The new shape-unspeciﬁed bounds lL ¼ lLpol; lU ¼ lUpol on the effective shear
modulus of some cubic crystal aggregates compared to the old bounds lLold; lUold
constructed in (Pham, 2006); lLs ; lUs - the bounds for speciﬁc spherical cell




L lLs lUs lU lUold l
U
hs
Ag 28.91 29.65 29.71 29.75 30.18 30.18 30.18 30.64
Al 26.05 26.06 26.06 26.06 26.06 26.06 26.06 26.06
Au 27.11 27.84 27.90 27.94 28.35 28.35 28.35 28.78
Co 79.59 80.44 80.50 80.55 80.90 80.90 80.90 81.46
Cu 45.93 47.38 47.49 47.58 48.50 48.50 48.50 49.40
Fe 80.43 81.66 81.74 81.82 82.41 82.41 82.41 83.22
Ge 54.66 54.82 54.83 54.84 54.88 54.88 54.88 55.00
Nb 37.33 37.53 37.53 37.53 37.63 37.64 37.66 37.94
Ni 81.95 83.42 83.51 83.61 84.36 84.36 84.36 85.32
Pd 46.60 47.69 47.77 47.83 48.43 48.43 48.43 49.10
Pt 63.49 63.65 63.66 63.67 63.71 63.71 63.71 63.82
Si 66.02 66.16 66.17 66.18 66.21 66.21 66.21 66.31
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Denote the tensors CKa; Aa; CKa; Aa; CMa; CMa from the
expressions (81),(87),(93),(99) in the base crystal coordinates
(101),(102) as CK ; A; CK ; A; CM ; CM , respectively.
From Eqs. (76) and (101) one can check that CK ¼ fCKijg3ij is a sec-
ond order isotropic tensor, with CK11 ¼ CK22 ¼ CK33 ¼ 19
ðC11 þ 2C12Þð1þ bÞ; CK12 ¼ CK13 ¼ CK23 ¼ 0 , hence CKa ¼ CK ; and then
from the bound (81)
keff 6 kV þ CK : hA1a ia : hA1a i1a : hA1a ia : CK  CK
: hA1a ia : CK ¼ kV : ð105Þ
Similarly, the bound (87) yields keff P kR, hence with relations
(105), (102), the bounds converge to the well-known exact effec-
tive bulk modulus of the cubic crystal aggregate
keff ¼ kV ¼ kR ¼ 13 ðC11 þ 2C12Þ: ð106Þ
PNow we come to the upper bound (92), (93) on leff . From Eqs. (91)
and (101) one can check that all the fourth rank tensors
CM; A; A
0; D have the same cubic symmetry as that of the elastic
tensor C, with the particular expressions of their components in the
two-index notations






























































































keeping in mind the expressions of F1; G1; . . . ;G8 in Eq. (76). Fur-
ther, we have [consult Eq. (104)]A1 ¼ fSApqg6pq; ð109Þ
SA11 ¼
CA11 þ CA12
ðCA11  CA12ÞðCA11 þ 2CA12Þ
; SA12 ¼
CA12






The following tensors also have the same cubic symmetry as that of
the elastic tensor C
CM :A
1¼A1 :CM ¼fCACpq g6pq; CM :A1 :CM ¼fCCACpq g6pq; ð110Þ






CCAC11 ¼CAC11CM11þ2CAC12CM12; CCAC12 ¼CAC11CM12þCAC12ðCM11þCM12Þ;
CCAC44 ¼2CAC44CM44:
Because of statistical isotropy hypothesis, all the averages hia in
Eq. (93) are isotropic fourth rank tensors [keeping in mind the gen-









































ðCCAC11 CCAC12 þ3CCAC44 Þ
 
:
Finally, the shape-dependent upper bound (92) and (93) have
the particular expression for the cubic crystal aggregates
leff 6 MUfgpol ðC; f1; g1Þ ¼minb lV 
1
5









ðCAC11  CAC12 þ 3CAC44Þ2
#
: ð112Þ
Similarly, the shape-dependent lower bound (98), (99) have the
particular expression for the cubic crystal aggregates




















; f U1 ; g
U
1 - the values of the free (b) and shape (f1; g1) parameters, at
which the respective extrema in the bounds (115), (116), and (95), (103) for the
random polycrystals of Table 3 are reached.
Crystal bL f L1 g
L
1 b
U f U1 g
U
1
Ag 1.67 2/3 4/5 0.77 0 0
Al 1.55 2/3 0.786 0.77 0 0.023
Au 1.81 2/3 4/5 0.85 0 0
Co 1.53 2/3 4/5 0.72 0 0
Cu 1.63 2/3 4/5 0.74 0 0
Fe 1.48 2/3 4/5 0.69 0 0
Ge 1.29 2/3 0.798 0.62 0 0.005
Nb 1.67 0 0 0.82 2/3 4/5
Ni 1.52 2/3 4/5 0.70 0 0
Pd 1.71 2/3 4/5 0.80 0 0
Pt 1.68 2/3 4/5 0.82 0 0
Si 1.32 2/3 0.798 0.64 0 0
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SA11 þ SA12

































































































































Spq from Eq. (104), F1; G1; . . . ; G8 from Eq. (86);































CCAC11 ¼ CAC11 CM11 þ 2CAC12 CM12; CCAC12 ¼ CAC11 CM12 þ CAC12ðCM11 þ CM12Þ;
CCAC44 ¼ 2CAC44 CM44:
The shape-unspeciﬁed bounds (94) and (100) on the effective
shear modulus have the particular expressions (112) of MUfgpol and
(113) of MLfgpol for the random aggregates of cubic crystals.
The bounds for the speciﬁc spherical cell polycrystals read
MLfgpolðC; f1 ¼ g1 ¼ 0Þ 6 leff 6 MUfgpol ðC; f1 ¼ g1 ¼ 0Þ: ð117ÞNumerical results of the new shape-unspeciﬁed bounds on the
shear modulus for some cubic crystal aggregates are compared to
the bounds of (Pham, 2006) in Table 3. In Table 4 the values
bU ; f U1 ; g
U
1 of the bounds (112) and (113), and b
L
; f L1 ; g
L
1 of the
bounds (113) and (100), where the respective extrema are reached,
are reported. It is interesting to observe that the results for the
bounds on spherical cell polycrystals (117) coincide with those of
(Pham, 2006) having a very simple presentation (like the respec-
tive observation for the isotropic multicomponent spherical cell
materials in Section 3), which for the cubic crystal aggregates have
the particular expressions

















The new shape-unspeciﬁed bounds partly coincide with those
for the spherical cell polycrystals, partly differ (less restrictive);
whenever they differ - the new bounds are tighter, as expected,
and the distances from the new bounds to the simple bounds for
the spherical cell polycrystals are reduced more than a half com-
pared to those from the old bounds. That gives further support to
practical signiﬁcance of the simple bounds for spherical cell poly-
crystals, which represent practical equiaxial particulate aggregates,
as good approximations for our shape-unspeciﬁed bounds in the
general case.
As we we have known, the effective bulk modulus is uniquely
determined in the case of cubic crystal aggregate. However
that should not be valid generally for the crystals of lower
symmetries. As an additional example, we consider the aggregate
of hexagonal crystals, which are characterized by 5 elastic
constants C11 ¼ ðC22Þ; C33; C44 ¼ ðC55Þ; C12; C13 ¼ ðC23Þ, with
C66 ¼ 12 ðC11  C12Þ. The bounds on the effective bulk and shear
moduli of the aggregates from some particular crystals, the elastic
constants of which are also taken from (Landolt and Börnstein,
1979), are presented in Tables 5 and 6. As with the cubic crystal
case, our new bounds on both effective bulk and shear moduli
sometimes coincide with the much simpler bounds for spherical
cell polycrystals, and whenever they differ, the new bounds are
closer to those for spherical cell polycrystals than the old bounds,
and are deﬁnitely tighter as expected.
Table 6
The new shape-unspeciﬁed bounds lL; lU on the effective shear modulus of some hexagonal crystal aggregates compared to the old bounds lLold; lUold constructed in (Pham,
2006); lLs ; lUs - the bounds for speciﬁc spherical cell polycrystals; lR ; lV - Voigt and Reuss averages.
Crystal lR lLold l
L lLs lUs lU lUold lV
Cd 22.05 23.96 24.06 24.19 24.38 24.38 24.39 26.37
Zn 34.12 39.15 39.51 40.15 40.79 40.79 40.79 44.81
Co 80.05 81.93 81.93 81.93 81.98 82.00 82.01 84.39
TiB2 158.0 168.1 168.1 168.4 169.1 169.1 169.1 179.3
LiIO3 21.78 22.34 22.35 22.35 22.37 22.37 22.37 23.07
GaSe 16.72 20.18 20.18 20.18 21.03 21.09 21.09 25.23
MnAs 23.27 25.32 25.35 25.36 25.57 25.65 25.65 27.87
ZnO 35.30 40.55 40.93 41.60 42.29 42.29 42.29 46.61
Tl 4.514 5.358 5.363 5.371 5.482 5.488 5.488 6.177
CeF3 43.49 45.29 45.29 45.29 45.36 45.40 45.42 47.48
CuCl 7.033 7.440 7.440 7.440 7.465 7.476 7.477 7.980
Hf 6.374 7.343 7.343 7.343 7.655 7.658 7.679 9.902
Table 5
The new shape-unspeciﬁed bounds kL; kU on the effective bulk modulus of some hexagonal crystal aggregates compared to the old bounds kLold; k
U
old constructed in (Pham, 2006);
kLs ; k
U
s - the bounds for speciﬁc spherical cell polycrystals; kR; kV - Voigt and Reuss averages.





Cd 48.82 53.84 54.07 54.46 54.84 54.84 54.84 58.13
Zn 61.56 69.15 69.62 70.40 71.15 71.15 71.15 75.07
Co 190.4 190.4 190.4 190.4 190.4 190.4 190.4 190.5
TiB2 398.9 418.3 419.7 421.1 422.1 422.2 422.3 435.6
LiIO3 31.91 33.19 33.22 33.25 33.30 33.30 33.30 35.08
GaSe 28.78 33.33 33.48 33.62 34.85 34.85 34.85 41.26
MnAs 23.30 25.17 25.17 25.17 25.40 25.56 25.61 28.44
ZnO 59.47 66.83 67.28 68.04 68.80 68.80 68.80 72.67
Tl 35.58 35.62 35.62 35.62 35.63 35.63 35.63 35.70
CeF3 112.8 112.9 112.9 112.9 112.9 112.9 112.9 113.0
CuCl 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00 42.00
Hf 1.023 1.023 1.023 1.023 1.023 1.023 1.023 1.023
2658 P.D. Chinh / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 2646–2659In summary, the two main results of the paper are the three-
point correlation bounds on the effective elastic moduli of isotropic
n-component materials, and the bounds on the moduli of random
polycrystals. The mathematical relations between the three-point
correlation parameters, and restrictions over their ranges are
explored; relations with those in the literature are given. Our ap-
proach is based on the basic minimum energy and complementary
energy principles. Our previous three-point correlation bounds use
HS polarization trial ﬁelds, which contains just 2 free optimizing
parameters - the moduli k0; l0 of a ‘‘comparison material’’. Our
new generalized trial ﬁelds contain n free optimizing parameters
for n-component materials, leading to the improvements when
nP 3 (but the same results in the case n ¼ 2). The improvements
appear relatively small in an example of symmetric cell materials,
however in the case of multi-coated sphere assemblages the
improvements are decisive: the new bounds converge to the exact
modulus (the upper and lower bounds coincide), while the previ-
ous bounds give just signiﬁcant bounded intervals. It must be
acknowledged that, though the multi-free-parameter-approach
appears stronger than the previous two-free-parameter one, the
improvements in bounds for random polycrystals are less than ex-
pected. That may indicates that we might be close to the best pos-
sible bounds for the random polycrystals. Furthermore, for the
subclass of spherical cell materials, the new bounds yield the re-
sults coincided with those from the old ones. It should be noted
however that it is clear from the previous approach that the
bounds for spherical cell materials have comparatively very simple
form, but this is not immediately clear in the new approach (not
before numerical calculations). That points to certain practical sig-
niﬁcance of the previous approach.
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